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SCOT BROWN, a Ph.D. candidate in history at Cornell University, has an M.A. in Africana Studies from that institution. He is completing work on a history of US organization and cultural nationalism in the era of Black Power. This coming fall, 1999 he will join the history department faculty of San Francisco State University.

REGINALD KEARNEY began his study of Japanese at the University of Hawaii, where he majored in East Asian history. He later attended the International Christian University in Tokyo and the Inter-University Center for Japanese Language Studies, and lived in Japan for a total of ten years—most recently as a Fulbright Senior Research Fellow. He has taught at Morgan State, Hampton, Kanda University for International Studies (Chiba, Japan), and Obirin University (Tokyo). His most recent work, *African American Views of the Japanese: Solidarity or Sedition?*, was published by SUNY Press in 1998. Kearney's essay, "Japan: Ally in the Struggle Against Racism," appeared in *Contributions* 12.

WILFRED LITTLE. Malcolm X’s eldest brother and the first child of Earl and Louise Little, was born in Philadelphia in 1920. The first in the family to join the Nation of Islam [NOI], Wilfred subsequently recruited his brothers Philbert, Reginald, Malcolm, and his sister Hilda. An NOI minister in Michigan for more than twenty years, Wilfred became disenchanted with the Nation and left it for the private sector some four years after Malcolm’s assassination in 1965. In 1998, hauntingly on Malcolm’s birthday, May 19th, Wilfred succumbed in Detroit to complications arising from hepatitis and cancer. He was 78 years old.

JOHN BOYLE O’REILLY (1844-1890) was a distinguished poet, author, lecturer, and editor who arrived in Boston from an Australian prison camp in 1870. “An ardent Irish nationalist and Roman Catholic,” as one of his biographers put it, O’Reilly, as editor of the Boston *Pilot*, “came to champion the underprivileged and the weak.” In 1888 a monument to five heroes of the March, 1770 Boston Massacre—including the legendary Crispus Attucks—was unveiled on Boston Common. There O’Reilly read his memorable poem to Attucks which is included in this issue.

HATIM A. SAHIB was born in June 1917, probably in Iraq. If alive today, he would be 82 years of age. His M.A. thesis, completed in 1951 at the University of Chicago, and from which six of nine chapters have been extracted for our current number, was simply titled, “The Nation of Islam.” His doctoral thesis, “Social Psychological Analysis of Arab Nationalist Movement in Iraq,” was
completed several years later at the University. Efforts to locate Dr. Sahib, or further information about him, have been less than successful.

MARIA SHERWOOD is the secretary of the Black and Asian Studies Association and the editor of its Newsletter; she is also senior research fellow at the Institute of Commonwealth Studies, University of London. The author of absolutely innumerable and highly controversial articles, Sherwood has recently completed yet another book, *Claudia Jones: A Life in Exile*, which will be published towards the end of 1999. Her essay, “Walter White and the British: A Lost Opportunity,” appeared in *Contributions* 9/10.

WILLIAM STRICKLAND. A native of Boston’s Roxbury section, Strickland first met Malcolm X when he, Strickland, was a child. Their paths crossed again in the early Sixties when both were involved in Harlem and movement politics and were also supporters of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party. At Malcolm’s invitation, Strickland participated in the planning sessions for what turned out to be Malcolm’s Organization of Afro-American Unity and the two remained in contact until Malcolm’s death in 1965. In 1994 Strickland was the chief consultant for the PBS American Series documentary on Malcolm, “Malcolm X: Make It Plain.” He is also the author of the companion book of the same name. Strickland teaches political science in the W. E. B. Du Bois Department of Afro-American Studies at the University of Massachusetts/Amherst.
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SUDAN'S PREDICAMENT: CIVIL WAR, DISPLACEMENT, AND ECOLOGICAL DEGRADATION
Guest Editor, GIRMA KEBBEDE

- GIRMA KEBBEDE. Introduction: Sudan's Predicament
- GIRMA KEBBEDE. Sudan: The North-South Conflict in Perspective
- GIRMA KEBBEDE. South Sudan: A War-Torn and Divided Region
- DAN CONNELL. Sudan: In the Eye of the African Storm
- JOK M. JOK. War, Social Transition and Illness Conception: The Case of South Sudan
- MOHAMED SULIMAN. Civil War in Sudan: The Impact of Ecological Degradation
- GIRMA KEBBEDE. Losing Ground: Land Impoverishment in Sudan
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THE LIFE AND WORK OF STERLING BROWN
Guest Editor, STEVEN C. TRACY

- JOHN H. BRACEY, JR. Sterling Brown and the Heyday of Howard University
- DONNA AKIBA SULLIVAN HARPER. Southern Places and People in the Poems of Sterling Brown As Catalysts for Academic Motivation
- JOHN EDGAR TIDWELL. In Defense of African American Culture: Sterling A. Brown, Gunnar Myrdal, and An American Dilemma
- MICHAEL TOMASEK MANSON. Worrying the Lines: Versification in Sterling Brown's Southern Road
- STEVEN C. TRACY, comp. Sterling A. Brown—Vernacular Recordings Relevant to the Study of Southern Road
- STEVEN C. TRACY. Sterling Brown and the African American Hero
- MICHAEL THELWELL. The Poet and the Activist